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Some 2000 years ago, the
Roman architect Vitruv was
the first to name the main
features of an ideal building:
“Utility”, “Stability” and
“Beauty”. Today, these
anciently defined features
are facing enormous global
challenges.
We live in a time where
environmental issues - such
as the increasingly noticeable climate change - require
urgent fundamental changes
in architecture and urban development. By 2050, almost
70 % of world population
is expected to live in urban
areas. Hence sustainable
urban development must
focus on the following topics:
use of renewable energies
and resources, reduction of
emissions, and development
of healthy living and working
environments. The question
of how we will manage – by
using available timber construction techniques of the
21st century – to implement
buildings, which satisfy the
urgently required housing

spaces, will finally be
decisive for our future.
The companies associated
under the roof of the Rubner
Group cover the entire
value-added chain in the
timber construction sector
in a form that is unique in
Europe. Starting with the
sawmill for glulam beam
strips, the companies offer
three-layer panels, glued
laminated timber elements,
window and door manufacturing, multi-storey and
industrial constructions as
well as turnkey all-in-one
solutions. Backed by this
proven and broad expertise
in the timber construction
sector, the erection of multistorey residential buildings
has become for many years
now one of the company’s
main and logical project
components. Timber is
the only building material,
which allows to implement
residential buildings in the
required size by simultaneously reducing the amount
of green-house emissions

caused by construction
activities. Today’s magazine
presents some of the implemented projects and describes the applicability of
highly efficient and ecologic
modular construction methods in timber and hybrid
multi-storey structures.
Safe and well-tested
structural timber solutions,
which comply with all norms
and standards, have started
to conquer the multi-storey
building sector long time
ago. However, the importance and urgency of
climate protection has
forced us to consequently
act in order to preserve and
improve our habitat and
living environment.
Yours truly,

Peter Rubner
President of the Rubner Group
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BAVARIAN STATE EXHIBITION

ROYAL TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

The Bavarian State Forests are
in charge of 140,000 hectares
of mountain forest and thus
responsible for the largest forest part
located in the Bavarian Alps region.
The Bavarian Forest Administration
secures its correct and sustainable
cultivation. Rubner Holzbau
exclusively used material from
sustainably managed and certified
forests from the Alps region.
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From May 3 until November
4, 2018, the Ettal Abbey (GER)
will house the Bavarian State
Exhibition. With the collaboration and support of the Bavarian State Forests and the
Bavarian Forest Administration, the House of Bavarian
History (Haus der Bayrischen
Geschichte) together with
the German architects
Thöner von Wolffersdorff,
have prepared a national
exhibition. The exhibition,
which is arranged on one
third of the total Abbey area,
focuses on all issues related
with forest, forest management and sustainability.
Rubner Holzbau Augsburg
was commissioned with the
erection of a temporary
panorama pavilion made of
removable timber elements.
The pavilion, which is meant
to be the exhibition’s central
element, has been installed
in the Abbey garden area.
The circularly designed main
building, which apart from
the two entrance areas,
does not allow the penetration of any daylight whatsoever, has a diameter of
approximately 16.8 m and a

height of some 13.5 m. The
pavilion has been designed
both as climatic shelter and
as darkroom for light and
media orchestration. From
the centrally located spectators’ platform, the visitors of
the exhibition are invited to
experience the multimedia
orchestration of Ludwig II
“built and unbuilt dreams”.
An impressive “mise-enscène” has been prepared
by means of video projections, stage-set like and
partially moving sceneries
to present the manifold and
sometimes bizarre building
and technical projects of
this Bavarian fairy tale King.
The pavilion has been built
by exclusively using timber
from sustainably managed
and certified forests from the
Alps region. However, timber
has not only been chosen for
ecological reasons. On the
one hand, project requirements asked for an architectonically appealing and highquality building with as little
material use as possible.

On the other hand, the
extremely short fabrication
period of only three weeks
that was provided for this
timber structure could only
be secured by increased
factory prefabrication
degree and the well-tried
and tested element construction. Individual elements were fastened by using reversible joining means
to allow the destruction-free
disassembly, transport and
re-erection of the pavilion
at a different location. Foundation works were executed
by using cemented components.
Rubner Holzbau Augsburg
was charged with the execution of planning works,
detailed design for supporting structures, transport and
assembly of the structural
shell, not including the larch
cladding.
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Completion: 2018
Building owner: Benediktinerabtei Ettal (GER)
Architects: Thöner von Wolffersdorff GbR, Augsburg (GER)
Project management: Haus der Bayerischen Geschichte, Augsburg (GER)
Structural design: Bau Frei Tragwerksplanung, Munich (GER)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Augsburg (GER)
Carpentry: Saffer, Garmisch-Partenkirchen (GER)
Glued laminated timber construction: 80 m3 spruce in visual quality
Wall elements: 500 m2
Roof surface: 250 m2
Pictures: Thöner von Wolffersdorff GbR, Rubner Holzbau

The elliptic, single-pitch roof
supported by factory prefabricated glued laminated timber
elements has a surface of some
250 m2. The two main girders
measure 18 x 1.5 x 0.24 m
(GL 28c). Inside, the elements
have been provided with 11.2 m3
OSB and 6.2 m3 Kerto-veneer
timber cladding.
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BUILDING IN MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

RESIDENTIAL MULTI-STOREY
8

The development of new timber materials and advanced
timber construction technologies – accompanied by
enhanced and modified building regulations – facilitates
the comeback of timber in the city and the construction
of multi-storey timber or hybrid constructions executed as
time- and cost-efficient modular structures. In addition,
timber scores with important aspects, such as energy
efficiency and natural living comfort.

Thanks to modern technology, standardised processes
and quality-assured, certified production methods,
timber – a formerly traditional building material – has
nowadays established itself
as top-quality, high-tech
building material in terms
of technical and economic
aspects. Today, timber is
not only used for structures
with large span widths
but also for multi-storey
constructions. Low material tare weight, efficient
modular construction with
high factory prefabrication
rates and short construction

and assembly periods have
significantly contributed
to the fact that timber is
increasingly turning into the
substituting material “par
excellence” for steel and
concrete in hybrid constructions.
New strategies developed
in the fields of structural
engineering, fire protection
and sound insulation foster
the rapid expansion of this
material and the erection of
buildings, which must comply with the most stringent
construction requirements.
A highly positive trend

is presently observed in
urban development strategies pursued by numerous
metropolitan cities such as
Vienna, Berlin, London, etc.,
which promote the use of
timber as construction material. The market for timber
structures has experienced
a much faster development
in Europe than in any other
part of the world since the
prevailing strict regulations
enhance and support the
use of renewable resources,
of carbon footprint-reduced
building materials and of
energy-efficient construction methods.
9

High prefabrication rates of all wall-, roof- and façade elements under
workshop conditions provide for maximum detail accuracy, accelerate
work processes on site and guarantee the exact planning predictability for
other trades and the immediate weather-tightness of building shells. Our
structures not only cope with big loads, but also comply with required fire
protection and seismic safety provisions as well as with energy-efficiency
and acoustic insulation requirements for space-enclosing components.
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Management and production processes are subject to continuous internal quality supervision cycles and to external certification procedures by
accredited testing institutes. We offer PEFC-certified raw material, project
implementation in accordance with ISO 9001, fabrication processes and element construction in accordance with RAL or Euronorm EN.
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Compared to steel and
concrete constructions,
the presently existing rules
and regulations for timber
constructions still appear to
be much less elaborated. In
addition, uniform standards
are not available. Sometimes, maximum building
heights are limited by regional building regulations.
Other countries, however,
do not set any limitations in
height at all, provided that
compliance with specific
safety standards is documented and evidenced.
Backed by profound material knowledge and vast
expertise gained in the implementation of timber and
hybrid structures in many
different countries, Rubner
Holzbau offers its services
at a very early stage, i.e.
during initial consulting and
proposal phases. Building
owners, architects and
Flexible superstructures with countless cladding variants for inside and
outside surfaces open-up a scope of almost unlimited design alternatives
and provide the building with an individual aesthetic face. Depending on
project demands and requirements, floor-to-ceiling or across-floor wall
elements may either be chosen for load transfer and reinforcement or may
be fastened as space-enclosing elements to the load-supporting structures
of the skeleton construction.
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planning agencies are the
ones to profit from the company’s services to evaluate
and consider all currently
relevant regulations in force
and to optimise all costs
involved.
Wall- and façade elements
are true all-rounders. Element construction used in
multi-storey timber- and
hybrid structures in the city
centres scores both in terms
of urban development
and architectonic challenges.
Positive features of modular
construction are not only
experienced in new construction projects, i.e.
energetic refurbishment or
façade designs, but also
in the scope of conversion
projects, such as provision of additional storeys
and urban re-densification.
Building extensions and
infill development projects
become easier due to rapid

assembly and installation of
individual components while
simultaneously reducing
noise disturbances and other
nuisances for the surrounding neighbours. Moreover,
timber building shells implemented as prefabricated element constructions achieve
a plus of 10% in room area
compared to conventional
building methods – always
adhering to identical building physics requirements.
Rubner Holzbau has been
charged with the entire
logistic organisation. In line
with a previously elaborated
detailed schedule, the
company guarantees that all
elements will be delivered
“just-in-time” on the construction site. All logistically
relevant factors will already
be analysed in the planning
phase, coordinated with
the client and considered in
global calculation.

ENTIRE BUILDING SHELL FOR
HOUSING COMPLEX

AWARD-WINNING PROJECT
14

Centrically located in terms
of urban development
aspects, a new housing complex has been built on the
southern part of the former
military barracks “Funkkaserne” in the Munich district
of Schwabing-Freimann. This
new housing complex comprises apartments, commercial areas and community
facilities, guest apartments,
children’s playing and romping areas, workshop spaces,
music and homework areas,
roof terraces and gardens.
The eight-storey head building with its five-storey side
wing forms an accurate passage and connection to the
neighbouring constructions
whose residents are invited
to use the social and cultural
offerings provided by the
new building.
The 74 apartments installed
on some 7,400 m2 of floor
area in the Fritz-Winter Road
in the Domagkpark have
been built both under the
subsidized housing scheme
(60%) and under the privately
financed residential housing
scheme (40%).

One of the main focuses (for
approximately one third of
the living space) was placed
on the provision of housing areas for young people
(apprentices, students and
young professionals). This
specific housing demand
has been taken into account
by providing for shared and
small apartments.
High flexibility of the apartments, which allows the
sustainable and resourceconserving use of available
spaces, was achieved by
building non-hierarchical
rooms. Connectable apartments may, for example,
allow to adjust the size of
the apartment to future
housing forms and types of
housing usage, which today
are not yet in demand.
Rubner Holzbau has executed for the two four- and
seven-storey buildings the
entire building shell in prefabricated timber elements.
In the Ober-Grafendorf
factory, the façade elements
were already equipped with
windows and façade panels,

plaster base boards were
installed, and connections
of the sealing level were
prepared. These preliminary
works allowed to assemble
the building shell in only two
months.
These preparatory works
were followed by extensive
connection and sealing
works. These works were
necessary because of the
manifold façade projections and set-backs and the
projecting pre-fabricated
balcony components. The
panelling of the access
balconies with unplaned
Douglas fir cladding, the installation of the fire-resistant
façade – implemented as
metal construction – and the
installation of the entrance
doors in larch were executed
on site.
The building owner has
been awarded the German
Building Owner Award 2018
for the construction of this
building in the category
“Building for Neighbourhoods”.
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Completion: 2015
Building owner: WOGENO, Munich (GER)
Architects: Consortium Zwingel Dilg Färbinger Rossmy, Munich (GER)
Timber and façade engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Augsburg (GER)
Façade elements: 3,000 m2
Douglas fir cladding: 400 m2 visible parts unplaned
Fire-resistant façade: 280 m2, aluminium supporting construction, plaster base boards
Windows: 200 units in timber-aluminium, 112 units in timber
Entrance doors: 54 units
Pictures: Michael Heinrich, Rubner Holzbau
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HOUSING IN THE PARK QUARTETT

ECOLOGICALLY ORIENTED

With down-to-floor windows and
balconies or loggias provided for each
apartment, the surrounding green areas
are transformed into a living housing
frame. The ground floor apartments are
assigned a private garden and terrace
and the top floor apartments have a
spacious roof terrace of their own.
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In the immediate vicinity of
Munich’s English Garden, a
new urban quarter is emerging in Munich’s northern
district of Schwabing (GER):
the Domagkpark. In this
new quarter, urban planners have been able to take
advantage of the rarely
occurring opportunity to
design a residential district
by perfectly matching and
tailoring the buildings to the
needs and requirements of
modern urban dwellers.
The area, which covers a
surface of 24 hectares, thus
offers an attractive mix of
proximity to the city with
directly adjacent recreational
areas. In the Domagkpark,
urban living is enriched by
many liveable and healthy
aspects.
The four new point block
buildings of the residential
complex “Park Quartett
Schwabing” are directly
installed at the centrical
and spaciously arranged
park with its old stock of
trees. The structures were
erected under the aspects
of environmental compatibility and sustainability. The
ecologic concepts is based

on the four pillars photovoltaics, heat recovery, use of
renewable resources and
treatment of grey water.
Timber is used as renewable construction material
in this project and reflects
the fundamental ecological
orientation in the construction method itself providing,
at the same time, a cosy and
healthy living atmosphere.
The reduced basic shape of
the individual building structures, the cube, creates the
conditions for perfectly useable floor plans and a bright
and pleasant lighting focus
in the individual rooms. The
residential complex that
has been built as hybrid
construction (reinforced
concrete and timber façade)
with 3.770 m2 of prefabricated timber wall elements
provided by Rubner Holzbau
persuades with modern 1 to
4 room apartment units and
environmental sustainability
(KfW-Standard 40 in accordance with EnEV 2014 – the
German Energy Saving
Regulation).

tures. Each apartment has
a balcony or a loggia of its
own and the very spacious
roof terraces are exceptional
building highlights. The
apartment units located
in the ground floor have a
private garden with terrace.
Since the four buildings do
only house very little apartment units, the residents
can profit from larger spaces
for their personal fulfilment
and development. In addition, the large and generously designed distances
between the individual
buildings provide for sunlight and space.
Rubner Holzbau Augsburg
was commissioned with design, fabrication, supply and
assembly of all outside walls
including windows for the
four apartment buildings.

The contrasting balcony
designs are one of the outstanding architectonic fea19

Completion: 2017
Building owner: Demos Wohnbau, Munich (GER)
Architects: bpr architekten ingenieure, Munich (GER)
Execution design: bauart, Munich (GER)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Augsburg (GER)
Wall elements: 3,770 m2, longest element 11.825 m, element height 2.99 m
Laminated timber: 22.6 m3
Solid structural timber: 87.2 m3
Timber-aluminium windows: 1,237 m2
Pictures: D. Baumann Immobilien/Marina Gavrilova
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RUBNER HOUSE

Since timber is perfectly
suitable to be combined
with other materials, such
as glass, plaster or even
ceramic material, there are
countless architectonical
design options. This means
that the traditional wood
style is by no means
mandatory.

A HOUSE OF UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES

Wood is an ecological,
energy-efficient material of
stable value. Like no other
material, timber constructions
provide for a cosy and, above
all, healthy living atmosphere.
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The place where Central
European reliability meets
Mediterranean ease and
joie de vivre is the home of
Rubner Haus. The familyowned company founded in
1964 in Southern Tyrol has
specialised in the construction of individual single and
multi-family timber houses.
With up to some 25,000
houses built up to now,
the name of the company
stands for tailored solutions,
sustainable and healthy
indoor climate, precise
processing, innovative technologies, high value stability
and quality of life.
The degree of implementation is variable, depending
on individual preferences
and requirements. The client
may choose among four different implementation levels.
The first implementation
stage, called “Basic” comprises the finished building
shell including insulation,
plaster, ductwork, etc. The
individual house owner
will then take care of the
interior fittings and design.
The floor plan and the form
of the house can still be

individually designed by
the building owner or his
architect.
“Experience”, the second
implementation stage,
offers a house ready for
occupation. This means
that the house is placed on
the foundation plate (here
not included in the scope
of delivery) and that all
necessary interior works,
such as electric installations,
sanitary equipment or the
laying of tiles and floors will
be executed. Once these
works have been concluded,
the key will be handed over
to the owner. The only things
missing will be the kitchen
and the furniture, and soon
the owner of the house will
be able to move in. In addition to the house ready
for occupation, the third
implementation stage, called
“Advanced”, offers the
basement or the foundation
plate including earthworks,
concrete works, sealings and
drainage works.

scope of services. A personal
project manager fulfils every
wish of building owners and
architects starting with the
design of the house up to
the moment of occupation –
above all in terms of implementation details, procurement of special materials and
designer pieces, furniture,
private wellness area or
garden design with pool.
By the way: In der Rubner
world in Kiens, the customer
can visit the 30,000 m2
exhibition centre and
examine production and
implementation quality that
is offered by Rubner houses.
In one of Europe’s largest
house exhibition area, the
future house owner has the
possibility to visit different
houses of the most various
styles, production facilities,
the research laboratory, finissage, the experience course
“Timber Perspectives” and
the Rubner Door World.

In the fourth implementation
stage, the complete solution,
called “Studio”, Rubner Haus
offers an almost unlimited
23

A Rubner house is built by exactly adhering to the plans of
the building owner or architect. In the finissage section,
the sampling centre, the customer chooses – at the very
beginning of the project and with the assistance of a
Rubner Haus consultant – the appropriate products for the
equipment of his house.

Once all details have been defined, the in-factory prefabrication of wall-, ceiling- and roof elements can be started.
Pre-fabrication in the factory ensures quality-assured, certified
production of all construction elements under workshop
conditions. The economic implementation of the project is
guaranteed thanks to short assembly periods on site.
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EASY EXTENSION - EASY REDUCTION

MODULAR STADIUM CONSTRUCTION
26

In cooperation with Bear
Stadiums, the Italy-based
company Rubner Holzbau
Brixen (IT) has designed
and elaborated a modular
stadium concept on the
grounds of glued laminated
timber elements, and optimized this concept for the
requirements of small- and
medium-sized sports clubs.
These stadiums, based on
a laminated timber construction, may be easily and
rapidly extended or reduced
in size thus immediately adjusting to changing requirements, caused, for example,
by significant developments
of the sports club or by urban development measures.
The flexibility of this basic
structure considerably reduces construction periods
and thus extension costs
compared to conventionallyused construction methods.
Moreover, currently executed sports activities in the
stadium are hardly affected
at all by construction measures, which means that the
enlarged stadium can be
used almost immediately.
Starting with an initial
capacity of 1,500 or 2,500
seats at the main stand,

which also includes all
central and key facilities of
the installation, the stadiums may easily be enlarged
to accommodate 20,000
seats. The 2,200 m2 large
main stand extends over
three levels and comprises
the entrance hall, king-size
locker rooms, medical premises, including anti-doping
sector, infirmary, conference
room, media and interview
rooms, offices, hospitality
sector including lounge bars
and restaurants, fully-glazed
Sky-boxes and VIP-boxes as
well as sanitary facilities.
The stadiums built by Rubner
Holzbau fully comply with
UEFA- and FIFA-standards
and guarantee perfect
visibility, comfortable, safe
and fully-roofed seats with
colours according to the client’s choice. Interior design
and decoration, windows
and doors as well as all
pre-fabricated systems and
sanitary facilities have been
styled by Italian designers.
The stadiums are equipped
with a recyclable synthetic
or hybrid lawn according
to the standards set by the
International Football
Association FIFA. The exte-

rior façades can be used for
advertising measures.
Roof construction has been
implemented as lightweight
sandwich construction and
the top layer is equipped
with a metal cladding.
Optional photovoltaic elements, mini wind turbines
and low-energy floodlight
systems jointly ensure reduced operating expenses.
The “green” stadiums fabricated by Rubner Holzbau are
handed over to the client as
turnkey constructions and
can be shipped to any place
in the world and assembled
within a period of six to
eight months. This modular concept also allows the
entire disassembly of the
stadium and re-erection at a
different location.
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These “green” stadiums, which are built by using the most
sustainable construction material ever, score high due to
their extremely low environmental impact. In addition, these
installations contribute to reduce greenhouse emissions and
energy consumption and can be installed – thanks to the
lightweight timber construction – even in those areas subject
to high seismic risks. Many football associations, which have
committed themselves to implement the FIFA Sustainability
Strategy and to support the Climate Neutral Now Initiative,
have already expressed their interest.
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The modularity of the “green” stadiums allows the easy extension
from 1,500 to 20,000 seats with the possibility to choose additional
intermediate sizes of 3,000, 4,500, 5,500, 7,000, 8,500 10,000,
12,500,14,000, 16,000 and 18,000 seats. By offering these manifold
extension sizes, the stadiums satisfy the requirements of any
football club up to the German Bundesliga or the Italian Serie A.
2,500 seats
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5,000 seats

10,000 seats 		

15,000 seats 		

20,000 seats
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THE REGION’S NEW TIMBER LANDMARK

AREITXPRESS

Mountain, lake & glacier –
these are the all-inclusive
holiday assets of this region.
The undisputed local holiday
centre, no matter whether
we talk about winter ski
holidays or summer holidays,
is the city of Zell am See. The
city is located at the foot
of the mountain and at the
shore of the lake in direct
vicinity to the glacier.
Following a service period
of more than 30 years and
some 25 million of transported passengers, the Areit
cable car, installed near the
city centre at a height of
766 m above sea level, has
now been replaced by a new
and modern cable car, the
“areitXpress”. This new shuttle cable car offers increased
comfort and quality to the
passengers. Not only the
highly comfortable seats and
the level walk-in to access
the cable cars but also free
wi-fi connection in the cable
car contribute to turn the
seven-minute ride to the
mountain top to a very pleasant trip experience. In addition, the areitXpress scores
with strongly increased passenger transport capacities
(a plus of 50%), which means
that up to 3,600 persons can
be transported by hour thus
considerably reducing the

waiting times for skiers. The
convenient access to the
entrance of the cable car
installation via 5 passenger
lifts, the new cable cars –
dimensioned to accommodate up to 10 persons and
equipped with seat heating
– and the almost noiseless
ascent to the mountain hill
provide for a very relaxed
beginning of the tourists’
skiing or hiking tours.
Being presently the only
Austrian cable car company,
that has committed itself to
the environmental management scheme EMAS (EcoManagement and Audit
Scheme), the operator of the
new areitXpress cable car is
one of the pioneers in the
cable car industry in terms
of environmental protection
and sustainable construction. Ecological construction
methods, harmonious integration into the surrounding
landscape, architectonical
quality and maximum functionality and comfort were
top priority issues, not only
for the building owner but
also for the architect Ernst
Hasenauer.
The ground floor of the
former valley station was
mainly conserved and
reinforced by a concrete

corset for statics reasons.
As far as the new structural
component was concerned,
including support shell for
the membrane roof, the final
decision favoured a complex construction offered by
Rubner Holzbau. The translucent and light-permeable
membrane roof – even if
snow-covered – provides for
a pleasant and bright inside
atmosphere and gives the
building – in combination
with the timber construction
– a very light appearance,
which mirrors the dynamism
of sport activities. The highly
impressive roof membrane
with a weight of only 1 kg
per m2 guarantees a tear
strength of 600 kg on five
centimetres. Due to its high
recognition value, the timber
roof construction, which is
located at one of the most
important and exposed access points to the region, is
already considered to be the
new structural landmark of
the region.
By the way: The old Areit
cable car has been sold and
re-installed for its new use
in a Columbian amusement
park thus resulting in an
economic and ecologic winwin-situation for the parties
involved.
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The valley station of the new areitXpress in Zell am See is a
real tourist attraction. The modernly designed timber roof
with translucent membrane spans a surface of some 2,000 m2
and provides for a pleasant and bright indoor atmosphere
in the valley station. The perceived building volume is
considerably reduced thanks to the lightness and translucence of the roof construction. Some 300 m³ of laminated
timber were used for the station’s timber construction, with
the longest glued laminated beam – the prominent and
distinctive arch – measuring 70 metres.

Completion: 2017
Building owner: Schmittenhöhebahn AG, Zell am See (AT)
Architects: Ernst Hasenauer, Saalfelden (AT)
Structural designer: Baucon, Zell am See (AT)
Statics: Lackner Egger ZT, Villach (AT)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Villach (AT)
Laminated timber: 300 m3
Steel: 50 t
Pictures: Adrian Hipp, Rubner Holzbau

SKY HEALTH & FITNESS

TIMBER AND HEALTH

The spacious and west-oriented
glass façade provides for natural
light and panoramic views directly
from the fitness machines onto the
historic Boston Manor House and the
surrounding landscape.
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The employee’s health
and well-being has always
been a top priority issue
for BSKYB, Great Britain’s
and Ireland’s largest pay TV
provider. With the rehabilitation and extension of the
14-year old fitness studio at
the media company campus
site in the London district
of Osterley, the company
wanted to provide an
optimum work-life-balance
for its employees by this
state-of-the-art Healthand Fitness-Centre. The
building’s architecture and
the choice of construction
materials had to reflect the
company’s ecological focus
and sustainability policy.
The outstanding result that
has been finally obtained by
this venture, not least because of the long-standing
and excellent cooperation
between B & K Structures
and Rubner Holzbau, is a
three-storey timber structure designated to house a
unique and state-of-the-art
sports-centre. The building
was executed by mainly using cross and glued laminated timber elements, the
latter ones being produced

and furnished by Rubner
Holzbau in Ober-Grafendorf.
The exposed, i.e. visible
timber surfaces at walls and
ceilings in the inside provide
a light, natural and healthy
indoor climate. However,
these exposed surfaces
also entailed increased fire
prevention measures. For
this reason, fire protection
became one of the decisive
issues in this construction
project. Fire resistance of all
connections was secured by
strictly adhering to Euronorm
EN 1995-1-2 (in terms of
steel plate dimensions and
spacings between individual
screw joints). These measures thus allowed to perfectly comply with all relevant
fire protection requirements
and to reduce the use of fire
resistant paint, which should
have been applied on site
later-on.

plates with dowel pins were
used. The bent beams were
glued and pressed in the
factory already, thus creating a continuous beam without visible joining means.
Assembly of the timber
construction with all factory
prefabricated elements
only took 25 days. This
building, which is one the
few fitness studios in timber
construction that exist all
around the world, once
again proves the efficiency
of timber structures.

The special staircase architecture was implemented
by using a slightly bent main
beam made of glued laminated timber, which supports the steps projecting
on both sides. To obtain an
aesthetically appealing connection at the bend, slotted
39

Completion: 2015
Building owner: BSKYB, London (GB)
General contractor: Mace, London (GB)
Client: B & K Structures, Derby (GB)
Architect: dRMM, London (GB)
Statics: Arup Associates, London (GB)
Timber elements: Rubner Holzbau, Ober-Grafendorf (AT)
Laminated timber: 154.83 m3
Pictures: B+K Structures
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AUSTRIA

The Vienna International Airport has enlarged its
airfreight infrastructure, the Pharma Handling Centre
being one of the main focuses of this project. Some
13,000 m2 of prefabricated roof elements and 850 m3
of glued laminated timber elements for 63 ridged roof
girders with a length of 28 m have been produced and
assembled for the Eastern extension of the Air Cargo
Centre.

SWITZERLAND

PREVIEW

The Andermatt-Sedrun ski arena is known as one of
Switzerland’s most reliable snow areas since the mountain
passes of St. Gotthard, Furka and Oberalp confluence in the
Ursern Valley. Particularly wintry and challenging conditions
had to be coped with during the erection of a mountain
station on a height of some 2,600 m. With a snow height of up
to 5 m and strong storms, a dual mountain station for chairand gondola lifts has been built. Delivery of prefabricated
construction elements, which were required for the 13 m
high laminated timber construction, was only possible by
helicopter. This transportation vehicle was also used for the
assembly of glued laminated beams and wall elements.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION AND COMPLETED

GERMANY

In the Berlin district of Friedrichshain and based on the plans of the
architectural consortium Scharabi Architekten and Anne Raupach,
Rubner Holzbau is presently building the six-storey timber construction
Walden 48, which houses 40 residential units. Not only the load-bearing
walls but also all ceilings are executed as solid timber construction.
Façades are implemented as cavity-insulated timber frame constructions.
Towards the garden, façades are provided with a timber cladding and
towards the street, façades are cladded with plaster. One side of the
load-bearing inside walls remains uncovered, i.e. the timber structure is
visible and exposed. The other side is provided with a plasterboard
cladding. All ceilings are uncovered revealing the timber structure.
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Austria
Rubner Holzbau GmbH
Rennersdorf 62
3200 Ober-Grafendorf, Austria
Phone: +43 2747 2251-0
holzbau.obergrafendorf@rubner.com

Germany
Rubner Holzbau GmbH
Am Mittleren Moos 53
86167 Augsburg, Germany
Phone: +49 821 710 6410
holzbau.augsburg@rubner.com

Italy
Rubner Holzbau S.p.A.
Alfred Ammon Str. 12
39042 Bressanone (BZ), Italy
Phone: +39 0472 822 666
holzbau.brixen@rubner.com

Branch Office Villach
Kanzianibergweg 14
9584 Finkenstein, Austria
Phone: +43 4254 50 444-0
holzbau.villach@rubner.com

France
Rubner SAS
36 avenue des Frères Montgolfier
69680 Chassieu, France
Phone: +33 472 790 630
direction.lyon@rubner.com

Rubner Holzbau Sud S.p.A.
Zona Industriale
83045 Calitri (AV), Italy
Phone.: +39 0827 308 64
holzbau.calitri@rubner.com
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